INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that a melanose spot was formed as a result of the self-defense reaction of citrus plants against the penetration of Diaporthe citri (Faw.) Wolf, and consisted of brown cells and cork tissue2-5).
It is well known that a band of cork layers may effectively cut off the growth of the hypha and thus prevent further invasion of the causal fungus toward the interior of the tissues1). The abnormal cell divisions occur in cells adjacent to or one layer apart from the brown cells, and the new cell wall was formed always in parallel with the contact plane to the brown cells3,5). This phenomenon might be induced by the action of a substance related to the cell division, and a substance, named cell-division inducer (CD inducer), possessing the characteristics of a wound hormone was detected from tissues of C. unshiu fruit infected with D. citri3,5). This report describes the procedure of isolation and identification of the CD inducer which is produced in C. unshiu fruit after infection with D. citri.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation and analysis of CD inducer.
Because CD inducer was not detected in the healthy fruit and leaves of citrus, young fruit of C. unshiu was inoculated with a spore suspension of D. citri, and incubated according to the methods previously described2-5 High-resolution mass-spectrum of the CD-4 and authentic GABA showed a parent peak 
